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Introduction
Chiral symmetry breaking in QCD

AdS/CFT and quarks  

Top down models,  B field induced, a phenomenological 
model

Leaving the conformal window

T-m phase diagrams

Out of equilibrium physics

(Links to inflation, condensed matter, technicolour…)



Chiral Symmetry Breaking

QCD Log running creates a 
hierarchy naturally Strong IR generates a symmetry 

breaking condensate

cf superfluidity; superconductivity

Quarks are “massless” so where does the proton mass come from?

There are three light Goldstone bosons – the pions…

…. except we can’t understand off a supercomputer















Add Confinement and Chiral Symmetry Breaking 

Dilaton Flow Geometry: Gubser, Sfetsos

Here, this is just a simple, back reacted, repulsive, hard wall….

B,E, Erdmenger,G,Kirsch, 







Magnetic Field Induced Chiral Symmetry Breaking 
Johnson, Filev, Kundu….

B “just” breaks 
conformal 
symmetry…

Put in B through susy 
partner of  mesons..



A Phenomenological Dilaton  arXiv:1109.2633 [hep-th] 

(
Move to a phenomenological 
variant of the D3/D7 system

The dilaton interpolates between 
QCD like case and “walking” 
dynamics (black is B field induced 
chiral symmetry breaking)

But we’re not back reacted – this is 
AdS/QCD.

l is the scale of the problem..
A   is height
G is width

)



Critical Couplings
Schwinger-Dyson analysis tells an old story… coming from weak 
coupling there is a critical coupling for chiral symmetry breaking

In walking theories though chiral symmetry breaking is triggered by 
movement in coupling from a strongly coupled conformal sector 

We find there must be a critical 
departure from conformality

Eg fixed A   = 2.1c



The QCD Conformal 
Window



The Conformal Window
AF is gained at Nf = 11/2 Nc

At large Nc, Nf     Nf/Nc = x 
is continuous

Banks Zak fixed point in 2 
loop beta function

Perturbative IR CFT…. Then strongly coupled IR CFT…. Then 
chiral symmetry breaking cf QCD…

x = 3.. 4.5



The Conformal Window

Flavour dependence of SQCD

Flavour dependence of QCD

No AF

CFT

c SB

Nf=11/2 Nc

Nf = ? Nc

Estimates of ? by Appelquist, Sannino… gap equations, “exact” beta 
functions..



The Conformal Window
Jarvinen, Kiritsis have used an elaborate holographic dual to 
estimate  4.2 < x? < 3.7 at large Nc

It’s pretty obvious in our simpler model though!

x? ~ 3.5

Of course there’s 
little reason to trust 
these runnings at 
these coupling 
values!!

l

m



Phase Diagrams



Finite T - AdS-Schwarzschild
Asymptotically AdS, 
SO(6) invariant at all 
scales… horizon 
swallows information 
at rH   …. Witten 
interpreted as finite 
temperature… black 
hole has right 
thermodynamic 
properties… 

Quarks are 
screened by 
plasma



At finite density the Fermi-sea of quarks fills up to an energy 
called the chemical potential

We can think of m as a background vev for the temporal 
component of the photon…

Chemical Potential



Walking encourages first 
order transition

Breaking the r-L symmetry

QCD-like 
phase 
diagrams…

Phase Diagrams
NE, K-Y K, Gebauer, Magou



Quasi-normal modes & meson melting

Linearized fluctuations in eg the scalars on the D7 brane 
must now enter the black hole horizon…

Quasi-normal modes are those modes that near the horizon 
have only in-falling pieces…

The mass of the bound states become complex – they decay 
into the thermal bath…

BEEGK…  Sonnenschein, Peeters,Zamaklar…  Hoyos….  Myers, Mateos…



Non-equilibrium 
Physics



Non-equilibrium Dynamics At The Transitions

AdS/CFT replaces strongly coupled quantum field theory with weakly
coupled classical field theory – we can now do time dependent 
problems that the lattice can’t…

…
EG This a D7 brane 
embedding in a heating 
geometry (Janik’s) moving 
through a first order chiral 
phase transition

With Ingo Kirsch, Tigran Kalaydzhyan 
(DESY) 



Chiral Transition in Janik’s Cooling/Heating Geometry
The black hole grows/shrinks changing the effective potential… With Ingo 

Kirsch, Tigran 
Kalaydzhyan 
(DESY) 



Equilibrium vs PDE 
solutions…

Bubble formation…



Conclusion

We have a  wonderfully simple description of chiral symmetry 
breaking using holography…

We can induce CSB with top down running dilaton models, B-field 
induced, and with arbitrary running coupling ansatz…

Using the two loop beta function can estimate critcical Nf to leave 
conformal window (~ 4) … note role of critical conformal symmetry 
breaking…

We can compute the T-m phase diagrams and phenomenologically 
construct models for many situations…

We can compute out of equilibrium behaviour in strongly coupled 
phase transitions…

Other applications: hadronization, technicolour, condensed matter 
systems (high Tc superconductors??) , composite inflatons…


